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Rachel and George Wicks 

  
Invite the Congregation to share our joy 

as our daughter, 
  

Leah Wicks 
Is called to the Torah as a Bat Mitzvah 

On Saturday, April 8th at 9:30 am. 
Light Kiddush lunch to follow 

 

Highlights: 
 
April 4, 19, 25- Rabbi’s Class- Learning

             For Life (p. 7) 
April 21- Sisterhood / Community 

   Shabbat (p. 12) 
April 23- Yom HaShoah Observance  

  (p.10) 
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Rabbi’s Message 
 
Dear Chaverim/Friends: 
 
Last month, a large interfaith coalition of 
religious leaders and politicians stood on 
the steps of the Courthouse in West 
Chester. Here’s what I said to the hundreds 
of people gathered there: 
 
“Over and over again in the Hebrew Bible – 
at least 36 times – we’re told that we should 
care about the stranger, that we should not 
oppress the stranger, that we should love 
the stranger. When we’re told over and over 
again not to do something, we can read 
between the lines that it’s something that 
we often do. So, we know that people have 
had a hard time treating the stranger well 
for as long as there have been people. 
 
“But who is the stranger? The answer is 
right there, in the word itself. The stranger 
is anyone who is strange to us. Who we are 
unfamiliar with. Who looks different than us. 
Who comes from somewhere else. Who 
speaks a different language. Who has a 
different religion. Or a different sexual 
orientation. Who we’ve been told is to be 
avoided. But since we are all different, in 
truth, the stranger is us, all of us. 
 
“Now, each of those 36 times the Hebrew 
Bible tells us to treat the stranger well, it 
also gives a reason. Why must we care for, 
why must we love the stranger? Because 
we ourselves were strangers in Egypt. 
 
“For Jews, our responsibility is to remember 
our past, and to turn that memory into 
compassion and action in the present, right 
now, for others who are treated as a 
stranger. 
 
“Now, there are times when we don’t have 
to work too hard to be reminded that some 
people think we are strangers. When 
cemeteries are desecrated, when Jewish 
community centers and schools receive 
bomb threats, the intended message is 
clear: that you are different than us. You 
are not wanted here. You are strangers.  
 

“So often in history, Jews have been the 
canary in the coalmine, the first target of 
hatred when hatred in general is growing. 
Yet, while Jews are often the first target, 
they are rarely the last. Now, in our country, 
the hatred is spreading, it’s not limited to 
the Jewish community. Look at Kansas, 
where an Indian man was killed and 
another injured by a man with a gun 
shouting, “Get out of my country.” Or the 
Sikh man working on his car in his driveway 
in Washington State, who was shot after 
the shout, “Go back to your country.” Or the 
at-least 4 arson attacks against mosques 
since January. 
 
“Such acts of hatred, whether violent or 
more subtle, are intended to create a divide 
between “us” and “them,” to turn us into 
strangers to each other, to turn us into 
enemies. Yet, when we respond to hate 
crimes by joining together, when we stand 
united in response to hate, as we are doing 
here today, then hate loses. Thank you for 
coming here today to Stand Against Hate, 
and to stand together, united in our 
commitment to have our country be a place 
where everyone has a home.” 
 
During the month of April, we have two 
observances designed to remind us that we 
were strangers. As always, in Judaism, we 
remember not in order to look back to the 
past, but instead to inspire us to take action 
in the present. The first observance is 
Pesach/Passover, when we recall our 
slavery in – and exodus from – Egypt. The 
second observance is Yom 
HaShoah/Holocaust Remembrance Day. 
 
Please join us on Sunday morning, April 
23, from 10:30 – 12 noon, for our annual 
Yom HaShoah observance. We are 
fortunate to be able to welcome to our 
community Peter Stern, a childhood 
Shoah survivor, who will share his story 
with us. Peter recently moved to the 
Philadelphia area and it’s an honor to 
have him join us.  
 
L’Shalom, 

        Rabbi Jeff Sultar 
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President’s Message: Hope 
 
After the Mount Carmel Cemetery was 
desecrated last month in Philadelphia, 
Jewish Federation put out a call for 
volunteers to help clean up and catalogue 
the site.  I was honored to be among those 
volunteers, showing up on a sunny Friday 
morning with rakes and trash bags to help 
rebuild what had been toppled over and 
upended in a rancorous display of anti-
Semitism.  As I stood in line to sign in, 
talking with a young Jewish man from 
Lower Merion and an older Jewish woman 
from Germantown, two women with head 
coverings approached the table, one 
carrying a case of water bottles and the 
other a box full of individually packaged 
granola bars. 
 
“Excuse me,” the woman with the water 
said to the Federation staff member at the 
table.  “We are from a mosque in South 
Jersey. We didn’t register in advance but 
we wanted to bring your volunteers some 
food.  If there is work we can help with, 
we’d like to stay and help.”  They were 
thanked, welcomed, handed a sign-in 
sheet.  I smiled, told them how much their 
outreach mattered to me, and took a 
granola bar. 
 
That weekend, an anonymous message 
was left on the answering machine at CBJ. 
It was left by a woman who said she lived in 
town (and whom I assume is Christian as 
she closed the message with “have a 
blessed day” the way so many of my 
Christian friends do.)  She called to say 
that, in light of all of the recent anti-Semitic 
acts happening in the country and close to 
home, she wanted us to know that she  
 
 

 
 
values our community and to remember 
that those who commit hate crimes do not 
represent everyone.  That message was 
pure kindness and it, too, mattered. 
 
Just before I left Mount Carmel Cemetery 
that morning, I stumbled (almost literally) 
across an overturned headstone that took 
my breath away.  I took a photo (see 
above) to share with you.  What moved me 
was the tiny stone left in the upper corner, 
on the backside of the stone.  Normally, 
when I see a stone left on a Jewish grave, I 
think someone who loves this person 
recently visited.  This one evoked 
something more, something like someone 
who loves this person visited here this week 
and refused to let this desecration deter him 
or her from performing a sacred tradition.  I 
smiled, thinking of the expression I’d heard 
so often as a theater kid, “The show must 
go on.”  I thought this might be evidence of 
the Jewish version of “the show must go 
on,” of Jewish resilience at its finest. 
 
Hateful things are happening everywhere in 
this country right now.  Jewish Day Schools 
are being threatened with bombs, Mosques 
are being burned, Trans women are being 
murdered.  I struggle with despair.  But I 
also see evidence everywhere of bravery, 
of unity, and of hope.  The Muslim women 
at the cemetery were messengers of hope; 
the Christian woman on the answering 
machine was a messenger of hope; the 
Jew who placed that stone was a 
messenger of hope.   
 
Our job is to notice and to pass the 
message along.  
 
Jodi Rosenfeld 
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FOOD DISTRIBUTION PROGRAM  

      April 9  
May 7  

June 11 

CBJ has partnered with the Jewish Relief Agency (JRA) to create a network for delivering 
groceries to housebound people in Phoenixville one Sunday a month. We are now delivering 
to 24 households in the area each month. In order to make this program as successful as 
possible, we need your help packing and delivering boxes! It's a small commitment with a 
big impact! All congregants are welcome to participate in this wonderful mitzvah delivering 
boxes to our neighbors in need!  

Sundays at Noon 

          To volunteer, please contact Amy Borla at amsborla@gmail.com  
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Sisterhood News 
 
Social Media Maven Wanted!  
Sisterhood is looking for a woman 
or teen to join our team who can 

network with all of the different formats out 
there.  It’s more than Facebook now, and 
our leader hasn’t friended anyone in years. 
 

Sisterhood Shabbat 
Friday, April 21, 2017 
6:30- All CBJ women 
and Mother/Daughter 

teams invited to participate!  Hebrew and 
English parts available.  Let's join together 
for an evening of prayer and women 
empowerment as we celebrate Shabbat 
and our CBJ women.  Contact Lori Snow  to 
take part and/or help with simple dinner 
preparations.  
 

 Torah Fund annual 
luncheon is planned for May 
7 12:15 – 2:15 Join us at the 
beautiful home of Judy and 
Joel Eisner to celebrate our 

support of Conservative Jewish Education.  
Save-the-date to be part of a day to 
remember!  
At our May 7th Torah Fund luncheon this 
year we would like to honor all past CBJ 
Torah Fund honorees. Please see 
additional article asking for input on 
years of Torah Fund Honorees. 
Special speaker - our own Rabbi Sultar.  
Invitations to follow. Please contact Marilyn 
Tassencourt to help with planning, get 
information, or to purchase Torah Fund 
greeting cards with a donation to Torah 
Fund.   

 
Mazal Tov! 
Sisterhood B’nai 
Jacob receives WLCJ 
Jewels in the Crown 
award!!  The Women’s 

League Jewels in the Crown Award was 
established 8 years ago to recognize  
 
 

 
 
sisterhoods that have demonstrated 
excellence in education, cultural 
programming and social action, and who 
exhibit a strong Women’s League identity.  
Sisterhood will receive the Jewels in the 
Crown Award at the WLCJ 2017 convention 
this July. 
 
Sisterhood Purim Bags: Sisterhood would 
like to thank all of the families who 
participated in this annual fundraiser of 
good cheer.  Thanks also go out to all of 
our CBJ members who helped assemble 
the bags for members, friends, snowbirds, 
and college students. 
 

Sisterhood Wine Closet 
The famous Sisterhood wine 
closet is back in business.  
A good selection of kosher 
wine and champagne can 
be ordered for your personal 

and gifting needs. 
Order forms will be available in the office 
and in this Hakol.   For more information, 
contact Marilyn Tassencourt. 
 

Every little pink rectangle 
counts! Sisterhood has just 
presented the religious 
school with an $88 check for 

school supplies.  Please put your box tops 
in the collection box outside the office door.  
Every little box top makes a difference. 
 
Sisterhood Catering Service – We will be 
glad to help you with your simcha. 
Sisterhood will put out all food, paper 
goods, centerpieces, and wine as well as 
ensure that the social hall is ready for you 
and your guests.  We want to make sure 
your special day is one to remember.  The 
“sisters” enjoy the time together and 
welcome the opportunity for more members 
to join us in providing these worthwhile 
services. 
 

Continued on  Page 6 
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Continued from Page 5 
 
Sisterhood’s Gift Shop – Our gift shop is 
well stocked all year with simcha needs as 
well as special holiday needs or a last 
minute gift idea. The shop is open when the 
office is open and you can also contact 
Rebecca Boylan to find any item that you 
don’t see there. 
 
Funeral Luncheons – If you are able to be 
on our list of food preparers or helpers for 
your fellow congregants in a time of need, 
please contact Diane Liss. 
 

 
 
Attention All Past Torah Fund 
honorees:  

At our May 7th Torah Fund 
luncheon this year we would 
like to honor all previous 
CBJ Torah Fund honorees. 
Below is an alphabetical list 
and also list from the last 7 

years that we have been able to gather.  
Your help would be appreciated to 
identify anyone we have missed and the 
year each lady was honored.  
 
Please email or call Kat Ludwig  
or Marilyn Tassencourt  
with any additional information…Thank you! 
 
2016 – Katherine Ludwig 
2015 – Jodi Rosenfeld 
2014 – Diane Liss 
2013 – Judy Lemco 
2012 – Rebecca Boylan and Wendy Liss 
2011 – Lori Snow 
2010 – Torah Fund Supporters 
 
____? - Ruth Actor 
____? - Ronnie Baer 
 
____? - Jane Corbman 
____? - Judy Eisner 
____? - Shelley James 

 
____? - Lisa Leff 
____? - Etta Kamsler  z"l 
 
____? - Katie Katz 
____? - Hermine Liss 
____? - Shirley Neumann 
____? - Karen Real 
____? - Karen Real's Mother  z"l 
____? - Pearl Reznik 
____? - Joan Rofsky?  
____? - Beth Rogers  
____? - Estelle Solomon  z"l 
 
z"l - of blessed memory 
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Learning for Life 
 

• All classes taught by Rabbi Jeff 
Sultar.  

• Everyone is welcome, no prior 
knowledge expected. 

• Weeknight classes begin at 7:15 PM, 
immediately following the 7:00 PM 
minyan. 

 
 
Judaism’s 10 Best Ideas 
 
In an age of fluid identity, many people are 
honestly asking the question “Why be 
Jewish?” What in this religious and ethnic 
legacy is worth preserving? Does Judaism 
have something unique to offer a 
contemporary seeker free to choose any 
way of life and system of values? 
 
This 5-class series is based on Rabbi Arthur 
Green’s book of the same name, subtitled, 
“A Brief Guide for Seekers.” It manages to 
be simultaneously a good introduction to 
basic ideas in Judaism while also providing 
meaningful insights for those already familiar 
with the tradition. As one commentator 
wrote, it “translates core ideas of Jewish 
tradition with twenty-first century eyes, 
making them both accessible and 
compelling.” 
 
Each class will be both free-standing and 
cumulative, so while it’s best to come to all 
of them, it will be worthwhile and you should 
feel free to come to whichever ones you’re 
able. 
 
While acquiring and reading the chapters to 
be covered each day is encouraged, it’s by 
no means necessary for participation in 
these classes. 
 
 
Tuesday, April 4: 3. Jewish Law 
   4. Repairing the World 
 
 
Wednesday, April 19:  5. Shabbat 
                                    6. Teshuvah 
                                    /Repentance 

 
Tuesday, April 25:  7. Torah 
                               8. Education/Learning 
 
Tuesday, May 9:  9. Embracing Life and 
                                 Death 

     10. Monotheism 
 

 
Recent Losses In Our Community: 
 
Natalie Baskin, mother of Andy Baskin 
 
May her memory forever be for a blessing. 
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Tikkun Olam/Social Action 
Committee 
 
Upcoming Events 

Sunday, April 9 at Noon - CBJ-JRA Food 
Distribution Project - CBJ has partnered 
with the Jewish Relief Agency (JRA) to 
create a network for delivering groceries to 
hungry people in the Phoenixville area. If 
you want to come lend a hand, we will be 
packing boxes and delivering them right 
after Religious School. We have expanded 
the program to include more households 
and need more help – especially over the 
summer when Religious School isn’t in 
session, so please let us know if you are 
interested in helping with this wonderful 
project! 

Please contact Amy Borla with questions or 
to volunteer. 

 

USY 
 
Yasher Koach to all the USYers and 
Kadimaniks who participated in the Friday 
evening service on February 3rd.  Thank 
you to Benjamin Yeiser, Aaron Yeiser, 
Mason Loux, Madelyn Anton, Andrew 
Trobman, Josh Motzer, Matthew Motzer, 
Zach Rosenfeld, Talia Rosenfeld, Tori 
Rosen, Sam Ludwig and Shai Loux.  It was 
great to see so many kids and their families 
at services. 
 
USY once again ran the Jello eating contest 
at the Purim Carnival – a long standing 
annual tradition.  Thank you to Andrew 
Trobman, Benjamin Yeiser and Eric Londer 
for running this booth.  It was great to see 
kids younger and older, as well as many 
parents, take part in this activity.  
 	
Friday April 28th USY and Kadima will lead 
Friday evening services at Shannondell.  

This is another long time tradition which we 
are so happy to continue.  The service 
begins at 7:00 and all are welcome.  Please 
plan to arrive by 6:45.  More detailed 
information will be given in coming weeks. 
 
EPA/Hagesher Spring Convention will be 
the weekend of May 5-7.  Registration 
information will be forwarded when 
available. 
 
Sunday May14th is the tentative date of the 
closing activity for the year.  We will be 
going to an Escape Room.  Save the date 
as this is sure to be a really fun time! 
 

 
Education Committee 
 
Events for April 
 
April 21st—Community Shabbat led by 
Sisterhood.  RSVP to Valerie in the office if 
you are able to attend. 
 
April 29th—Shabbat School led by Rabbi 
Sultar and Andrea Zavod.  All religious 
school children are expected to attend and 
parents are encouraged to come out as 
well. 
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Grown Up Group  

 
 
Since we are now past the blizzard of 2017 
and the cancellation of our March workshop 
I would like to invite you all to attend the 
April workshop which will be held on April 
19. We will be showing a movie about Joe's 
violin and hope that you can all attend. 
Additionally, we will continue learning how 
to research your family and after the movie 
family genealogy as well as writing your 
family and personal history.  We look 
forward to seeing you.  As usual, 
refreshments will be available.  
 

 
 
This is your monthly opportunity to be 
together and teach something or learn 
something. Just chatting works well, too. 
 
We are working to arrange a few outside 
activities to include visits to nearby 
museums of interest and a day trip to Ellis 
Island.  Your suggestions for other activities 
and times should be forwarded as they 
occur to you - we welcome your ideas. 
 
If you have any questions, please contact 
Lorraine Schur, Stephen Schur or Alan 
Verbit  
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Congregation B’nai Jacob Annual 

Holocaust Remembrance Day/ 

Yom HaShoah 

Observance 
Please join us in our sanctuary on 

Sunday morning, April 23, 10:30am – 12 noon. 

Our special guest will be Peter Stern, 

Childhood Shoah survivor, 

Who will share his and his family’s story with us. 
 

Sisterhood B'nai Jacob Wine Closet 
The famous Sisterhood wine closet is back in business! A good selection of wine can be 
ordered for your personal and gifting needs. All the wines are Kosher and good all year  
and Passover.  
 
Name: ________________________________________________________________  
 
Email: _____________________________ Phone: ____________________________  
 
Please have my order ready to pick up on: ___________________________________  
 
Item Name Quantity Price per item Total Price 

Cabernet Sauvignon   $14.00  
Chardonnay  $16.00  
Moscato D’ Asti   $17.00  
Pinot Grigio  $17.00  
Champagne  $13.00  

  Grand Total  
 
Please return completed forms to the CBJ Office. Contact Marilyn Tassencourt at: 
39across@gmail.com or 610-647-9330 with questions.  
 
You can also order online at kosherwinemarketplace.com 
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Calling all CBJ Kadima kids in grades 3rd-7th 
Get ready to putt a hole in one as we play mini golf at 

Waltz Golf Farm 
Sunday April 23rd, 2017 

Please bring a dairy lunch to eat after Sunday school. We will meet in the 
synagogue library for lunch at noon and leave for mini golf afterwards. 

Cost $6.50 per person-Farm mini golf course 
This is not a drop off event. 

RSVP by April 19th to Jen and Mike Rosen  
Waltz Golf Farm 303W Ridge Pike Limerick 

(610)-489-7859 

 
Mazel Tov to Aaron Yeiser! 
 
On Tuesday night, March 14th, our very own 
CBJ teen, Aaron Yeiser, received some 
very exciting news. 
 
At the National Building Museum in 
Washington, D.C., surrounded by 39 other 
finalists, Aaron was awarded second place 
in the national Regeneron Science Talent 
Search, the nation’s oldest and most 
prestigious science and math competition 
for high school seniors. 
 
Aaron spent countless hours over the past 
year working on his project entitled, A Next 
Generation Partial Differential Equation 
Solver.  Under the guidance of Alex 
Townsend, a mathematics professor at 
Cornell, Aaron was able to use complex 
math to study turbulent-flow problems such 
as those caused when air flows over an 
airplane wing at very high speeds. 
 

 
In an interview with Philly.com staff writer 
Tom Avril, Professor Townsend said, “I 
don’t know any other 18-year-old that could 
have gotten to this stage.  I don’t think I 
could have even comprehended what he 
was doing when I was 18.” 
 
Aaron will be graduating from Perkiomen 
Valley High School this spring and will be 
headed to the Massachusetts Institute of 
Technology in the fall. 
 
We are so proud of Aaron’s 
accomplishment and hard work.  Yashar 
koach from your CBJ family! 
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Sisterhood Shabbat 2017 
We invite CBJ women of ALL ages 

to take part 
	

Friday,	April	21	6:30	
Save	the	date!	

Then	join	us	to	participate	
Sisterhood	History	to	appreciate!	

	

Available	parts	in	Hebrew	and	English		
	

Please	contact	Lori	Snow	to	participate	
and/or	help	prepare	a	simple	meal	

	
	

			 	
	

	

							We	look	forward	to	having	you	take	part	in	this	special	night!	
	

Shabbat	dinner	sponsored	by	Sisterhood	
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Donations 

 
Capital Fund Campaign 
Shirley Schiffman in memory of Nettie Schiffman 
Shirley Schiffman in memory of Louis Schiffman 
Shirley Schiffman in memory of Otto Katz 
Rhoda and Larry Goldberg in memory of Rose Hyman 
Rhoda and Larry Goldberg in memory of Michael Hyman 
Bill and Mala Fleisher in memory of Israel I. Fleisher 
Rhoda and Larry Goldberg in memory of Michael and Rose Hyman 
 
Congregation B’nai Jacob General Fund 
Billie Horwitz in memory of Otto Katz 
Carol Actor and Mitchel Kling in memory of Natalie Baskin 
 
High Holiday Prayer Book 
Marilyn Tassencourt in loving memory of beloved brother, Bill Margolis 
Barbara Garber for kindness shown by Jodi Rosenfeld, Judy Lemco, Ruth Yeiser, Jen Rosen, 
Mamie Troy & Amy Siegel 
 
Louis and Sadie Liss Scholarship Fund 
Gil and Hermine Liss in memory of Dora Liss 
Diane and Fred Liss in memory of Andrew Hickman 
 
Macy B. Solomon School 
Lyn Rubenstein in memory of Dr. Sidney Rubenstein 
 
New Siddurim - Siddur Lev Shalem 
Barbara Garber for kindness shown by Jodi Rosenfeld, Judy Lemco, Ruth Yeiser, Jen Rosen, 
Mamie Troy & Amy Siegel 
 
Pinkus Stern Torah Restoration Fund 
Mary Jane and Jerry Weiss for speedy recovery wish for Linda Loux 
Mary Jane and Jerry Weiss in honor of Sandy Stone’s bar mitzvah anniversary 
Mary Jane and Jerry Weiss in memory of Natalie Baskin 
Mary Jane and Jerry Weiss in memory of Harry Weiss 
Gisela Stern in memory of Otto Katz 
Gisela Stern in honor of Sandy Stone’s bar mitzvah anniversary 
 
Rabbi’s Discretionary Fund 
Marilyn Tassencourt in loving memory of sister, Jeannette Margolis 
Pearl Reznik in memory of beloved husband, Neil Reznik 
 
Sisterhood Fund 
Ruthe Actor – Thank you for the Purim Package 
Joel and Judy Eisner in memory of Otto Katz, beloved brother of Hal Katz 
Joel and Judy Eisner in memory of Natalie Baskin, beloved mother of Dr. Andrew Baskin 
Joel and Judy Eisner in memory of Sarra Feldleyfer, beloved mother of Irene Salzberg and 
grandmother of Claire Meachen 
Joel and Judy Eisner in memory of Edith Sandy, beloved mother of Ruth Yeiser 
 
Tikkun Olam/Social Action Fund 
Ken Kulick in memory of Sylvia Kulick 
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CBJ YARD SALE 

Call ing al l  would be hoarders!  Here’s the perfect 
opportunity to help fund raise for the synagogue at the 
same time you can clear out your house of al l  those things 
that no longer bring you joy! 

Date :			Sunday May 21	

Time: 8 am-2 pm; rain or shine		

Place: 	CBJ grounds	

Cost: 	 $20 per space (10’x10’) 

 $10 per table rental (8’x3’) Or you can bring your own. 

Suggest 10% of sales as a voluntary donation to the congregation. 

 

Priority spaces and table sales open to CBJ members until April 2, and then we 
will open space to community venders as well.  Bring your friends- tell your 
neighbors!  Space can be used for any type of legal sales (e.g., clothing, toys, 
plants, jewelry, skin care, home goods, and furniture). 

We will do the advertising for you! Food will be available to purchase on day of 
sale to attract patrons! In case of rain we will set up in the Social Hall and 
Lobby. 

Contact Carol Actor to reserve a space now! 
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April Celebrations 
 

Birthday Wishes 
 

   
  1 Mitchell Robin 
  2 Larry Goldberg 
  3 Diane Liss 
  3 Angela Balduzzi 
  4 Bonnie Blank 
  4 Kyle Liss 
  8 Zachary Liss 
  8 Bob Steinberg 
  9 Eileen Graham  
  9 Mark Moskowitz 
10 Dawson Beccaria 
11 Marilyn Tassencourt 
 

 
12 Emma Kling 
13 Jennifer Rothstein 
14 Heather Goodman 
15 Karen Bruno 
16 Chuck Epstein 
17 Daniel Boylan 
17 Paul Drucker 
19 Samuel Ludwig 
20       Amanda Caplan 
26 Stephen Schur 
27 Tracy Evans 
27 Cheryl Trobman 
27 Shoshannah Moyer-Gabbert 

 

Happy Anniversary 
 

 
  9 Amy Siegel & Eric Miller 
14 Michele Aguirre & Scott MacKenzie 
20 Hanni & Joseph Weinstock

   

 
 
 
 
 

Tree Of Life Leaves Are Available 
 
If you wish to honor a special person or commemorate a simcha, consider contributing to 
Congregation B’nai Jacob’s beautiful and enduring Tree of Life that is prominently displayed on 
a wall in our entrance foyer. It highlights the names of people and life-cycle events for a 
memorable and lasting tribute. For more information please call Ruthe Actor. 
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Pesach 2017/5777 
Sale of Chametz 

 
It’s traditional to remove all chametz from our houses for the full duration of Pesach. In recognition that 
it’s not always practical for people to get rid of so much stuff, it’s permissible to seal off access to all 
chametz until Pesach is over, and then to transfer the ownership of all non-Pesach food and utensils 
(chametz) that remain on our premises during the eight days of the festival. 
 
The Rabbi will be happy to act as the Legal Agent in transferring the ownership of your chametz to a 
non-Jew during this period.  I would like to emphasize the double importance of this mitzvah.  First, by 
doing so you will be removing all chametz from your home during Pesach, and second, any funds raised 
as a result of this mitzvah will be applied to a special fund to help needy Jews during the holiday and the 
rest of the year. 
 
Please clip the form below.  Fill out the form authorizing the Rabbi to sell your chametz in keeping with 
Jewish tradition, and then mail or bring in the form to the Congregation office. 
 
In performing this mitzvah, it is customary to make a donation, which will be used for worthy purposes 
at Pesach time and throughout the year.  Please make checks out to the Rabbi’s Discretionary Fund. 
 

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
 

APPOINTMENT OF AGENCY 
 

I, the undersigned, hereby appoint Rabbi Jeff Sultar as my sole agent for the sale of all my leavened 
goods prior to the festival of Pesach 5777 (2017) and for the sale of rights of access thereto.  All my 
leavened goods are hereby given into his hand. 
 
 
 

                       
Printed Name      Signature    Date 
 
 
 

 
 
 
       

(Address of Residence and/or place of business) 
 
 
Amount Enclosed:    
 
 
The chametz must be received by me no later than 2:00 P.M., Thursday, April 6, 2017.  You can bring it 
in to the CBJ office in person, or put it in the mail, but then be sure to allow sufficient time for it to 
arrive by April 6th! 
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MEMORIAL PLAQUES 
 

It is a sacred Jewish tradition to remember 
the departed. At Congregation B’nai Jacob, 
we have made this tradition a part of our 
continuous worship and observance by 
creating a lasting memorial tribute in our 
sanctuary to our loved ones. 

These plaques will be viewed by future 
generations with love and remembrance. 
You can honor your loved ones by 
eternalizing their memory with a bronze 
plaque in our sanctuary.  
Every year, in perpetuity, on the anniversary 
of their Yahrtzeit, and at every Yizkor 
service, their memory will be rekindled as 
the plaque is illuminated. 
You may order a plaque by contacting 
Sandy Stone or Valerie in the office.  

 

 

Yahrzeit 
 
                Hebrew 
         April             Month        Day                     Honoree 
 

   1  NISAN   5  Beatrice Abramson Cohen 
             1  NISAN   5  Israel Issac Fleisher 
             2  NISAN   6  Berte Zatuchni 
             2  NISAN   6  Leonard Neumann 
             2  NISAN   6  Barbara Gantert 
             3  NISAN   7  Margaret Schoen 

  3  NISAN   7  Jacob Goldberg 
  4  NISAN   8  Celia Stoltz 
  4  NISAN   8  Lena Solomon 
  5  NISAN   9  Shoshana Dannhauer 
  6  NISAN 10  Hanania Stern 
  7  NISAN 11  Benjamin Weinstock 
  8  NISAN 12  Norman Yager 
  8  NISAN 12  Nathan Rubenstein 
  8  NISAN 12  Shirley Meyerowitz Levit 
  9  NISAN 13  Harry Nichol 
  9  NISAN 13  Mordecai H. Berkowitz 
  9  NISAN 13  Esther Lee Silverman 
10  NISAN 14  Herman Wrubel 
10  NISAN 14  Daniel Ball 
10  NISAN 14  Nathan Wilson 
11  NISAN 15  Beatrice Leapman 
11  NISAN 15  William Hotkin 
12  NISAN 16  Harold Zakow 
12  NISAN 16  Cecelia Moser 
13  NISAN 17  Harry Goldberg 
13  NISAN 17  Max Cohen 
14  NISAN 18  Evelyn Greenberg 
14  NISAN 18  Jean Salsburg 

Continued on Page 18 
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Yahrzeit (Cont.) 

  Hebrew 
         April              Month        Day                     Honoree 

 
14  NISAN 18  Samuel Flexir 
15  NISAN 19  Marvin Kornblum 
15  NISAN 19  Fishel Phillips 
15  NISAN 19  Rose Actor 
16  NISAN 20  Milton Schiffman 
16  NISAN 20  Barbara Levy 
16  NISAN 20  Schena Etter 
17  NISAN 21  Lois Brenner 
18  NISAN 22  Philip Kranich 
18  NISAN 22  Louis Fink 
19  NISAN 23  Lester Nathan 
19  NISAN 23  Dot Mandell 
22  NISAN 26  Shirley Stone 
22  NISAN 26  Werner Dannhauser 
23  NISAN 27  David Greenstein 
24  NISAN 28  Avrom Sugarman 
24  NISAN 28  Lena Neumann 
26  NISAN 30  Raymond Siegel 
30  IYAR    4  Roselynde Steinig 
30  IYAR    4  Max Shusterman 

 

Board of Directors 
 
Officers 
 
President:  Dr. Jodi Rosenfeld 
Vice Presidents: Dr. Carol Actor; Alan Verbit 
Treasurer: Larry Koller 
 
 
 
 

 
Financial Secretary: Bill Fleisher 
Recording Secretary: Michele Aguirre-
MacKenzie 
Corresponding Secretary: Brenda Kabler 
Immediate Past President: Mark Snow 
Chairman of the Board of Trustees: Eric J. 
Miller

Committees 
 
Advertising: Open  
Cemetery: Jerry Neumann 
Education: Rachel Copeland  
Grounds / House: Seth Loux 
Hakol/Communications: Jeff Anton 
High Holiday: Eric Miller 
High Holiday (appeal): Larry Koller 
Kadima: Jennifer and Michael Rosen 
Kitchen: Sonja Goldman 
Major Gifts: Open 

Membership: Jessica and Adam Marks 
Memorial Plaques: Sandy Stone 
Oneg Shabbat: Michele Aguirre-MacKenzie 
Religious Life: Dr. Alan Troy 
Sisterhood President: Rebecca Boylan 
Scholarship: Dr. Fred Liss 
Scrip: Lisa Anton 
Tikkun Olam/Social Action: Amy Borla 
Tree of Life: Ruthe Actor 
USY: Will Miller and Cheryl Trobman 
Ways and Means: Open

 



 SUNDAY MONDAY TUESDAY WEDNESDAY THURSDAY FRIDAY SATURDAY

April5777
2017

nisan
iyar

      1

2 3 4 5 6 7 8

9 10 11 12 13 14 15

16 17 18 19 20 21 22

23 24 25 26 27 28 29

30

       5 nisan 

 6 nisan 7 nisan 8 nisan 9 nisan 10 nisan 11 nisan  12 nisan 

 13 nisan 14 nisan  15 nisan  16 nisan 17 nisan 18 nisan  19 nisan 

 20 nisan  21 nisan  22 nisan 23 nisan 24 nisan 25 nisan  26 nisan 

 27 nisan 28 nisan 29 nisan 30 nisan 1 iyar 2 iyar  3 iyar 

 4 iyar

Vayikra

Tzav
SHABBAT HAGADOL

CHOL HAMOEDINTERMEDIATE DAYINTERMEDIATE DAYPASSOVERPASSOVERFIRST SEDER SEARCH FOR CHAMETZ

Shemini
PASSOVER

YIZKORPASSOVER
EASTER 

INTERMEDIATE DAY 

Tazria-MetzoraROSH CHODESHROSH CHODESHYOM HASHOAH
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